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Description

The authors correct the following:

In the Methods section:
The strain ‘JK5525 glp-1(q46) III; qSi155[Cbr-unc-119 + glp-1::Halotag] IV’ is corrected to ‘JK5225 glp-1(q46) III; qSi155[Cbr-unc-119 + glp-1::Halotag] IV’
The strain ‘JK5526 glp-1(q46) III; qSi156[Cbr-unc-119 + glp-1::Halotag] IV’ is corrected to ‘JK5226 glp-1(q46) III; qSi156[Cbr-unc-119 + glp-1::Halotag] IV’

Throughout the text and in the Methods section:
The genotype of strain JK5973 “[glp-1::3xOLLAS]” is corrected to: “[glp-1::2xOLLAS]”
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